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Academic studies have shown that the major

determinant of pension fund performance is

strategic asset allocation, contributing more than

98% to the long-term return. By contrast, stock selection

decisions – the responsibility of fund managers –

contribute less than 2% to the total fund return. Given this

evidence, it is surprising that the governance model for

many pension schemes still emphasises fund manager

selection and monitoring, with significantly less time and

resource devoted to strategic decisions. Changing the

governance model to focus on strategic decision-making

will have a significant impact on the long-term

performance of a pension fund. As the investment

consultant is the key strategic adviser, this also requires

putting greater emphasis on the selection and monitoring

of the investment consultant. 

How then should a scheme go about selecting its

investment adviser? There are a number of issues trustees

or elected members need to consider. Whilst consultants

will often look to focus on their manager selection

capabilities when tendering for new work, the most

important issues for trustees to focus on are the

establishment of their own requirements and the strategic

advice capability of the consultant. 

It is essential that a pension scheme is clear about what it

expects from its investment consultant. The market for

investment consultancy services is changing rapidly, with

traditional consulting firms and a number of new entrants

now offering varying services and different levels of

engagement with pension schemes. Often trustees

appoint an investment consultant without stopping to

review how their needs may have changed and miss the

opportunity to review the investment governance of the

scheme. Establishing a clear governance model and

related requirement statement each time the investment

consultant is reviewed should ensure that the most

appropriate consultant for the scheme’s needs is selected.

The most important area to focus on in any investment

consultant selection exercise is the technical area of

strategic advice. At the heart of strategic advice sits the

investment consultant’s asset liability model, which

forecasts a range of possible outcomes for a fund. Based

on the output from these models, trustees will decide how

much of their fund to place in different asset types. These

asset liability models, despite their importance to

investment decision-making, are a real ‘black box’, with

trustees having limited knowledge of how they work or

how they may compare between firms. If the output from

these models were reasonably consistent between

consultant firms, then trustees could perhaps select their

investment consultant without significant due diligence

in this area. However, these models are not consistent. 

‘Often trustees appoint an
investment consultant without
stopping to review how their
needs may have changed and
miss the opportunity to review
the investment governance of
the scheme.’

A recent analysis of the models of some of the top

consultant firms showed that the variation in the

expected return for the same asset portfolio over a five

year period ranged from 4.5% to 7.6%. This variation in

model output will have a significant impact on

performance. For example, if a scheme was seeking an

expected return of say of 6%, then based on the model

forecasting a 4.5% expected return, they would conclude

that the proposed asset benchmark was not taking

sufficient risk and they would have to invest more in risky

assets, whilst the model forecasting 7.6% would lead to the

opposite conclusion.

As schemes only select their investment adviser on an

infrequent basis, it is difficult for trustees to acquire the

necessary expertise in this technical area. Most schemes

would not consider selecting an investment manager

without using an independent adviser to help them in the

decision. Similarly, when selecting and reviewing the

investment consultant, firms should also seek

independent advice to ensure that the highest standards

of scheme governance are achieved in this vital area.
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